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Manifest protection, money, good luck, skill mastery, love attraction, and more with a mojo bag. A

mojo bag is a physical representation of a spell which you can carry with you wherever you go.This

book will guide you to making a bag for any intent, and includes complete instructions for the proper

care and feeding of your mojo bag and exact recipes for a dozen different bags. Now Available in a

Four Volume SetMagical Mojo Bags, Magical Chants, Magical Oil Recipes, and Magical Powder

Recipes are now available to readers in Gianne's Grimoire of Personal Power.Â  Readers receive a

discount purchasing the four volume set over buying each book individually.
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My curiosity led me to this book which is more of a short guide/ recipe book or how-to for making

special magical bags for effecting different parts of your life. If you believe in magic, magical charms

and talismans this 25 page guide has recipes on how to build, care for and utilize these special

charms. There are no frills or beating around the bush on its intent. It's a recipe book for spells.

I had a confusion on mojo bags, but when on reading this book where everything described is to the

core, I became very fond of mojo bags and immediately created three, of which all succeeded !



Love the information and its very interesting. Thank you. You will not be disappointed. :))) very good

book to have.

read the whole book, and i can't find anything at the moment to complain about! i haven't done

extensive research on it, but it seems to be accurate, yet i found it could have been more

informative and perhaps a bit longer, given if more information was given, but i still believe it to be

accurate, which is very important. i suggest this to people i know and even people i don't know, to

help them gain and grow in a better understanding.

This was a great and quick read. Not too long, or too short for me.Now I just have to make a mojo

bag eventually. Either way, whether you choose to make a mojo bag or not, it's definitely worth the

price, and a fun treat to read through.

My interest in history includes a comparative exploration into world-systems of magic. Often I'm

reading about African religions in Brazil and Haiti but recently I'm more focused on the lore

surrounding magical practices in the USA as a result of colonization, contact with indigenous

cultures and most importantly contact with African culture.Magical Mojo Bags is short and

straightforward and in my opinion great information. I would have liked more details about the

identity of the roots and herbs used. Botanical names would help but I can appreciate the journey of

discovering the more esoteric ingredients... Google it! says the chorus.Mojo or Conjure lore was

passed down through time between family, friends and across generations and continents and now

through print and e-books. It is important to record these culture-ways that could tragically vanish. In

doing so our modern being is enriched. Thank you Lady Gianne for sharing the

Conjure/Hoodoo/Mojo in this accessible collection of Mojo Bag recipes.

This book is very short and I would have liked more information in it but overall, it is good for the

purpose the author set out to achieve. I appreciate the recipes in the back and the tidbits of

information I may not have otherwise known. I recommend it for just a short primer on mojo bags

with which to begin your own exploration.

This book is simple to follow and clear. No fluffy stories. Just basic facts. Great for a beginner and

great bags.
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